Bring your Parker Pen in for a free check-up at the Coop, March 15th, 16th.

Mr. Art Roy, Service Manager of the Parker Pen Company . . . will hold a Pen Clinic at the Coop March 15th and 16th. He'll personally clean your Parker Pen, make minor adjustments where required and fill your pen with Super Quink ink . . . there's absolutely no charge! Special offer during the 2-day Pen Clinic only: Free Engraving on any Parker Pen or set purchased for $5 or more.

Parker 21 . . . a fine quality squeeze-fill fountain pen with choice of 4 writing points.

Pen only: $5       Pen and Pencil set: $8.95

Parker 45 . . . the convertible cartridge pen that loads with large capacity cartridges or fills neatly from a bottle.

Pen only: $5       Pen and Pencil Set: $8.90

Parker 61 . . . this gravity-defying chrome-capped pen is virtually leakproof and fills automatically with capillary action in 10 seconds for 6 hours of writing.

Pen only: $15      Pen and Pencil set: $23

Parker 75 . . . a luxury pen crafted in sterling silver featuring a sculptured grip, 14k gold point, calibrated dial for writing angle selection, and convertible cartridge or regular filler.

Pen only: $25      Pen and Pencil sets: $37.50

PARKER